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philosopher, astronomer, mathematician, physicist, 

geodesist, instruments maker, engineer, archeologist, 

poet writer, diplomat  …….                POLYMATH 

Rudjer = IRB, Bijenička 54 

Zrinjevac, Boškovićeva… 

http://www.irb.hr/en/


1711 born in Dubrovnik, Collegium Ragusinum  

1725 Further Studies in Rome, Collegium Romanum.  

  Society of Jesus, Jesuit   

1732 First essays on Astronomy and Geodesy.  

1740 Priest Vows, Professor of  Mathematics at Collegium Romanum.  

1756 First Diplomatic Missions - Lucca, Vienna  

1759 - 1761 Departure from Rome, Travels to Paris, London,  

  Flandres, Germany, Turkey, Poland    

1763 Professor in Pavia and Milano, Observatory in Brera/Milano  

1773 Paris. 'Director for Optics' with French Marine  

1782 Travel to Italy  

1787 Died in Milano 



 

Born in Dubrovnik, May 18th, 1711,  

Died in Milan, February 13th, 1787.  

Primary Education -  Collegium Ragusinum  

(open to patricians and ‘pučani’ - commoners)   
Left for Rome 1725, aged 14  



At the main college of Jesuit order, 

Collegium Romanum, studied 

rhetorics from 1727 to 1729,  

philosophy from 1729-1732 and 

theology from 1738-1741. In 1740 

(aged 29) as the third year student 

of theology appointed professor of 

mathematics at the Collegium 

Romanum (S.J. pub. Professor 
Matheseos in Collegio Romano) 



: '... ma brate, ja ne mogu prid njekijem od njih 

figurat. Ja cutim, koliko sam slab u onemu, sto 

ovi prvi dzeometri stimaju ... i valja (s tim) rano 

pocet, ko jezika naucit...'  

 

‘ ... Oh, brother, I cannot compare with any of 

them. I feel very weak in the subjects that 

these first geodesists are working on ... one 

should start (with it) early, like learning a 

language...’ 

 

 

Early letters from Rome to his brother 



The Sunspots (1736)  

The Transit of Mercury (1737)  

The Aurora Borealis (1738)  

The Application of the Telescope  

  in Astronomical Studies (1739) 

The Figure of the Earth (1739)  

The Motion of the heavenly  

  Bodies in an unresisting Medium (1740)  

The Various Effects of Gravity (1741) 

The Aberration of the Fixed Stars (1742) 

Bošković as Novice Teacher and 

Professor in Rome - Annual Dissertations 



Bošković as Structural and Civil Engineer 

St Peter Dome, Pontine Marshes,  

Imperial Library Vienna,  

Spire Milano Dome etc 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Vatican_City_at_Large.jpg


Cracks appeared in the dome, four iron chains were installed 

between the two shells to bind it, like the rings that keep a 

barrel from bursting. As many as ten chains have been 

installed at various times, the earliest possibly planned by 

Michelangelo himself as a precaution 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Vatican_City_at_Large.jpg


Bošković as Diplomat 

A dispute between 

Francis the Grand Duke 

of Tuscany and the 

republic of Lucca with 

respect to the drainage 

of a lake. As agent of 

Lucca, Bošković was 

sent, in 1757, to Vienna 

and succeeded in 

bringing about a solution 

1762 – 1763  Constantinopole, Bulgaria, Poland ......  

(1756 – 1763 Seven Years War) 

1760 British government suspected that warships had been outfitted in 

the port of Dubrovnik for the service of France and that therefore the 

neutrality of the Republic of Ragusa had been violated.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lucca_AussichtAufStadt_Turm_PalazzoGuinigi.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_Region_of_Toscana.svg


Bošković as Diplomat 

Broader Picture (E. Hill) 

 

‘Whose Idea was it that Boskovic should go abroad and  

for what purpose?  

Secret papal legate?  

On a special Jesuit mission, when the public opinion  

was rising against the Jesuits?’ 

 

‘The Society of Jesus had had centuries of experience in 

making use of the quality of its members’ 

 

Suppression of the Jesuit Order  (apart from Prussia and 

Russia, especially Polish Western provinces)  from 1773 

(Pope Clement XVI) until 1814 (Pope Pius VII) 



Bošković as Physicist Natural Philosopher 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Newton_Cannon.svg


 

Vienna, 1758 



 

Boskovic’s Curve - Universal Law between particles 

covering all scales - Structure of Matter 



Bošković in England FRS 
Arrived May 14th 1760 

 

Proposed for election  

June 12th 1760 

 

‘Roger Boskovic, FJS,  

professor of Astronomy  

in the Roman College,  

now on his travels  

in London ......’ 

 

 

 

Balloted June19, June 26, Nov 6, Nov 13,  

Nov 20, Nov 27, Dec 1, Dec 11, Dec 18, 

Jan 8 1761, Elected Jan 12th 1761 

June 5th 1760 Dined at the Mitre with Lord Macclesfield, President Royal Society 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/14/RoyalSociety20040420CopyrightKaihsuTai.jpg


Visited Oxford - present at a  

discussion on humanities –  

visited Christchurch 

Visited Newton’s Cambridge  

on Guy Fawkes night Nov 5th 1760 

Numerous meetings with scientists, instrument makers, laboratories, politicians ....



 

Developed close friendship with  

Dr Broomfield and his daughter Irene 

 

Left England in Dec 1760 



After Ruder Boskovic visited England, his theory of 

atomism spread throughout Great Britain and served as the 

basis for a number of scientific points of view during his 

lifetime. There is a long tradition in Britain relating to 

Boskovic's theory of natural philosophy, set out in his 

seminal work Theoria philosophiae naturalis . . . While he 

was still alive his theory was accepted by the famous 

British philosophical scientists Joseph Priestley and John 

Robinson. In Europe the theory was considered more 

critically. The British were already trying to combine purely 

empirical facts with the philosophical tradition: this explains 

the subsequent attempts to reconcile Boskovic's abstract 

natural philosophy with empiricism. Particularly important is 

Boskovic's influence on five great men of British science: 

Humphry Davy, Michael Faraday, James Clerk Maxwell, 

Lord Kelvin and Joseph John Thomson         (Franolic) 



Boskovic proposed the ‘best fit to a set of observational 

points’  in 1757, 50 years before Legendre (1805) formulated 

his principle of least squares, and 20 years before Gauss 

was born 

Bošković as Mathematician 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/77/Okuns_law_quarterly_differences.svg
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Celebrations in Croatia  

 

 

2011  

Rudjer Boskovic’s year 

18.05. Dubrovnik  

20.05. Jednodnevni simpozij Zagreb 



  

Current search for a missing portrait in Britain,  

                                              by Robert Edge Pine, 1760 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dusan Razem (IRB) – e-mail  

.... Pine’s painting was made in 1760. In 1761 Pine exibited 4 

paintings at the Society of Arts, one of them entitled 

Gentleman Educating His Daughter. Considering close 

teacher/pupil relation between Boskovic and Irene 

Broomfield, maybe there is a cryptic message there .... 



His atomic theory, precisely  

formulated system, utilising and extending  

principles of Newtonian mechanics. 
 

Many  prominent 19th century physicists, 

stressed its theoretical advantages. Some even 

claim that Boškovićian atomism was a basis for 

Albert Einstein's attempts for a unified field 

theory and that he was the first to envisage, 

seek, and propose a mathematical theory of all 

the forces of Nature; the first scientific theory 

of everything. 

Bošković’s Legacy 


